
A Game of Thrones: The Card Game

2015 Store Championship Kit
2015 Store Championship Kits for A Game of Thrones: The Card Game will attract players from 
all over your area. Each kit contains exclusive alternate art versions of one of the game’s most 
popular cards: Street of Sisters, along with custom playmats. You’ll also find A Game of Thrones 
deck boxes featuring Tyrion Lannister, as well as an info sheet and a promotional poster.

Please note: The alternate art cards in this kit are produced through FFG's in-house 
manufacturing process, and as such, they may appear slightly different in color and texture 
from the game's other cards. To be tournament legal, these cards must be sleeved with 
opaque or art sleeves.

Key Selling Points
• Host a competitive A Game of Thrones: The Card Game event, and draw players from the 

surrounding area to your store

• Includes 33 alternate art versions of the popular card Street of Sisters, as well as a plastic 
card granting the winner a bye at a Regional Championship

• Also includes nine A Game of Thrones: The Card Game deck boxes featuring Tyrion 
Lannister

• Features five custom A Game of Thrones: The Card Game playmats depicting Tyrion 
Lannister

• Includes an info sheet and a promotional poster

Title: A Game of Thrones LCG 2015 Store Championship Kit

Code: GGT08

Price: $60.00

Case Qty: 1

Country of Origin: USA

Product Size: 17 x 11 x 1.5 inches
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Android: Netrunner

2015 Store Championship Kit
Bring the high-stakes cyberstruggles of Android: Netrunner to your store, and attract players 
from all over your local area with 2015 Store Championship Kits! Based on Netrunner, Richard 
Garfield’s classic card game, Android: Netrunner pits runner against megacorp in a near-future 
dystopian society. The Android: Netrunner 2015 Store Championship Kit contains everything 
you need to run an Android: Netrunner Store Championship, including alternate art versions of 
one of the game’s most popular cards: Chaos Theory. Along with these exclusive cards, the 2015 
Store Championship Kit also contains five custom playmats, nine deck boxes featuring the 
Shaper faction, a promotional poster, and an info sheet.

Please note: The alternate art cards in this kit are produced through FFG's in-house 
manufacturing process, and as such, they may appear slightly different in color and texture 
from the game's other cards. To be tournament legal, these cards must be sleeved with 
opaque or art sleeves.

Key Selling Points
• Host a competitive Android: Netrunner event, and draw players from the surrounding area 

to your store

• Includes 33 alternate art versions of the popular card Chaos Theory, as well as a plastic 
card granting the winner a bye at a Regional Championship

• Features five custom Android: Netrunner playmats, along with nine deck boxes with a 
Shaper theme

• Includes an info sheet and promotional poster

Title: Android: Netrunner LCG 2015 Store Championship Kit

Code: GAD08

Price: $60.00

Case Qty: 1

Country of Origin: USA

Product Size: 17 x 11 x 1.5 inches
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Call of Cthulhu: The Card Game

2015 Store Championship Kit
Summon powers from beyond space and time! The Call of Cthulhu: The Card Game 2015 Store 
Championship Kits provide everything you need to run a competitive Call of Cthulhu event. 
Each kit contains exclusive alternate art versions of one of the game’s most popular cards: 
Reckless Assault, plus nine Call of Cthulhu: The Card Game deck boxes. Inside each kit you’ll 
also find five custom Call of Cthulhu: The Card Game playmats, an info sheet, and a 
promotional poster.

Please note: The alternate art cards in this kit are produced through FFG's in-house 
manufacturing process, and as such, they may appear slightly different in color and texture 
from the game's other cards. To be tournament legal, these cards must be sleeved with 
opaque or art sleeves.

Key Selling Points
• Host a competitive Call of Cthulhu: The Card Game event, and draw players from the 

surrounding area to your store

• Includes 33 alternate art versions of the popular card Reckless Assault, as well as a plastic 
card granting the winner a bye at a Regional Championship

• Features five custom Call of Cthulhu: The Card Game playmats depicting Cthulhu at the 
bottom of the ocean

• Also includes nine Call of Cthulhu: The Card Game deck boxes featuring Cthulhu at the 
bottom of the ocean

• Includes an info sheet and a promotional poster

Title: Call of Cthulhu LCG 2015 Store Championship Kit

Price: $60.00

Case Qty: 1

Country of Origin: USA

Product Size: 17 x 11 x 1.5 inches
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Star Wars: The Card Game

2015 Store Championship Kit
Make your store a hub of excitement and galactic confrontation with Star Wars™: The Card 
Game 2015 Store Championship Kits! Each kit comes with materials to run a Store 
Championship in your store. In addition to five custom playmats, an info sheet, and a 
promotional poster, the Star Wars: The Card Game Store Championship Kit features alternate art 
versions of one of the game’s most iconic cards: Obi-Wan Kenobi. Inside each kit, you’ll also 
find nine Star Wars deck boxes featuring the Jedi faction.

Please note: The alternate cards in this kit are produced through FFG's in-house 
manufacturing process, and as such, they may appear slightly different in color and texture 
from the game's other cards. To be tournament legal, these cards must be sleeved with 
opaque or art sleeves.

Key Selling Points
• Host a competitive Star Wars: The Card Game event, and draw players from the 

surrounding area to your store

• Includes 33 alternate art versions the popular card Obi-Wan Kenobi, as well as a plastic 
card granting the winner a bye at a Regional Championship

• Features five custom Star Wars: The Card Game playmats depicting Obi-Wan Kenobi

• Also includes nine Star Wars: The Card Game deck boxes featuring the Jedi faction

• Includes an info sheet and a promotional poster

Title: Star Wars LCG 2015 Store Championship Kit

Price: $60.00

Case Qty: 1

Country of Origin: USA

Product Size: 17 x 11 x 1.5 inches

Document Title  Version 1.0
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Warhammer: Diskwars

2015 Store Championship Kit
Support and expand your local player base with prize support and materials designed for running 
a Warhammer: Diskwars Store Championship! Each kit contains five custom range rulers, nine 
card boxes, and 33 alternate art versions of one of the game’s most popular cards: Grudge Born 
Fury. In addition to the prizes, bring order to the Old World with the included info sheet, and 
recruit new players to your Store Championship with a promotional poster.

Please note: The alternate art cards in this kit are produced through FFG's in-house 
manufacturing process, and as such, they may appear slightly different in color and texture 
from the game's other cards. To be tournament legal, these cards must be sleeved with 
opaque or art sleeves.

Key Selling Points
• Host a competitive Warhammer: Diskwars event, and draw players from the surrounding 

area to your store

• Includes 33 alternate art versions the popular card Grudge Born Fury, as well as a plastic 
card granting the winner a bye at a Regional Championship

• Features five custom Warhammer: Diskwars range rulers

• Also includes nine Warhammer: Diskwars deck boxes featuring the Undead

• Includes an info sheet and a promotional poster

Title: Warhammer: Diskwars 2015 Store Championship Kit

Price: $60.00

Case Qty: 1

Country of Origin: USA

Product Size: 17 x 11 x 1.5 inches
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Warhammer 40,000: Conquest

2015 Store Championship Kit
2015 marks the first full season of competitive events for Warhammer 40,000: Conquest! Start 
the year off with a bang with a Warhammer 40,000: Conquest Store Championship Kit. Each kit 
contains exclusive alternate art versions of one of the game’s most powerful cards: Leman Russ 
Battle Tank, plus nine Eldar deck boxes. Inside each kit you’ll also find five custom Warhammer 
40,000: Conquest playmats, an info sheet, and a promotional poster.

Please note: The alternate art cards in this kit are produced through FFG's in-house 
manufacturing process, and as such, they may appear slightly different in color and texture 
from the game's other cards. To be tournament legal, these cards must be sleeved with 
opaque or art sleeves.

Key Selling Points
• Host a competitive Warhammer 40,000: Conquest event, and draw players from the 

surrounding area to your store

• Includes 33 alternate art versions of the powerful card Leman Russ Battle Tank, as well as 
a plastic card granting the winner a bye at a Regional Championship

• Features five custom Warhammer 40,000: Conquest playmats depicting an Eldar army 
fighting the legions of Chaos 

• Also includes nine Warhammer 40,000: Conquest deck boxes featuring the Eldar faction

• Includes an info sheet and a promotional poster

Title: Warhammer 40,000: Conquest LCG 2015 Store Championship Kit

Price: $60.00

Case Qty: 1

Country of Origin: USA

Product Size: 17 x 11 x 1.5 inches
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X-Wing

2015 Store Championship Kit
Climb into the cockpit and lead your local X-Wing™ player community into a dogfight! The X-
Wing 2015 Store Championship Kit includes a range of prizes and resources to help you run a 
Store Championship in your store. Attract players with a competitive event, and reward them 
with dice bags and alternate art pilot cards! The kit also includes five sets of acrylic focus tokens, 
an info sheet, and a promotional poster.

Please note: The alternate are cards in this kit are produced through FFG's in-house 
manufacturing process, and as such, they may appear slightly different in color and texture 
from the game's other cards.

Key Selling Points
• Host a competitive X-Wing event, and draw players from the surrounding area to your store

• Includes 33 alternate art versions of the popular card Soontir Fel, as well as a plastic card 
granting the winner a bye at a Regional Championship

• Features five sets of custom X-Wing acrylic focus tokens and nine X-Wing dice bags

• Includes an info sheet and a promotional poster

Title: Star Wars: X-Wing 2015 Store Championship Kit

Price: $60.00

Case Qty: 1

Country of Origin: USA

Product Size: 17 x 11 x 1.5 inches
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